LA TAL
Since 1986, when Companyia d’Espectàcles LA TAL was founded, up to the present
date, the theatrical concept, the visual perception and the interpretive technique has
evolved from the classic circus clown figure into the creation of an entire universe on
its own, in which characters, aesthetics, and situations are decidedly positioned in a
type of humorous theatre that is totally up to date, in which the images and the
stories, with the aid of sporadic words, gives the shows an ideal equilibrium to allow
the public – kids as well as adults – the necessary collaboration in the different stories
that are intertwined in each one.
The still set and moving street shows are both unexpected and highly participative, as
well as being very versatile. There is always an element of surprise, and the magic of
an image that at times seems to come from story tales and at other times from
cartoon animation.
The participation of the public is a constant element, without making the audience
uncomfortable.
Naturally, these fifteen years of professional experience can account for the natural
evolution of their shows, bringing original twists to the visual mold of the classic ideas
of the world of the clown, just as it is reflected in their shows.

Travelling show
Les Fotografiers arrive on an incredible vehicle, carrying the material of some
crazy photographers that will surprise their audience appearing in the middle of
any space.
Playing with the public and winning their complicity, they will take funny
pictures of everyone posing in many various ways.
The famous photographers Gastón and Pájago Voladog, known around the
world as Les Fotografiers, arrive offering to the audience their original and
authentic family pictures.
With just a little bit of patience and the biggest of the smiles, despite the
appearances; if they put the film in the camera, if they find the lost framing, we can
assure you that you will be the main characters of the craziest picture anyone has
ever taken from you.
¡¡ Madams et mesiés !! ¡¡Ladies and gentlemen !! Say...cheese!!

ARTISTIC ASPECTS
Actors: Enric Casso i Jordi Magdaleno.
Scenery: Txema Rico
Direction: Cia. La Tal
Duration of the show: 40 min.
Technical needs:
- Parking space to park the van and also to set up the vehicle
- Dressing rooms
- Drinking water

